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Ibn Jibreen 
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The Book of Creed 222 

the Most High says: 

+And indeed We Irave sent Messmgfrs befire you (0 
Muhammad 6) : Of some of them We ha~le related to you 
their story, md some of t& iVe have not reiizted to you 
fheir story. And it was not givm to any Messenger tllnt he 
should bring a Sign except by the leave of ~ l l d h . ) [ ' ]  

Rased upon this Verse, it is plain _-._I--.. that e w z  Prophet ,/& 
---... -- 

mentioned in the Qur'an is a Messenger. __ _- ---- 

Ibn 'Uthaimin 

The Ruling on Countering Magic with Magic 

1 have a friend whose wife was subjected to magic and 
no medicine has helped her. So another person pointed 

out a man to us who treats magic wit11 magic ... is this man 
guilty of any sin, since he is using magic in order to benefit 
others and he is not hanning anyone by it? And is there any 
sin upon my friend for going to this magician in %cr to 
cure his wife from what is afflicting her? 

I would like ti1 make clear that magic is one of h e  major, 
- sins; indeed, i t  is I(uft if the magic&eks help from the 

devils or commits Shirk thereby. Teaching magic is also 1Cufr- 
and it i s  incu~nbent to avoid i t  and beware of it so one does 
not fall victim to the kind of Krfi which takes nne out of the 
foId of Islam. As for removing the spell of one affected by 
magic, it may be divided intu two categories. The first category 
is through the use of peiniittrd invocations from theu Qur'an: 
this is allowcd and there is no objection to it. Onc of the best 
things to be recited against magic is: 
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